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Abstract
This article contributes to conversations about creative sovereignties by exploring what truly ‘nation-to-nation’ fiscal relationships might look like between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations if Treaty 6 were taken seriously. Since fiscal relations between Indigenous peoples and settler colonial states often perpetuate colonial sovereignty, reimagining fiscal relations in a historical treaty context offers creative opportunities for decolonization. The article first examines the history of the 1876 Treaty 6 and the relationships Treaty 6 created. It is established that Treaty 6 created nation-to-nation relationships that were based on the desire for mutually beneficial relations in a shared space, and that treaty included fiscal obligations for Canada. Since 1876, including today, fiscal relations between Canada and First Nations have generally been inconsistent with the spirit and intent of treaty. The article proceeds to offer examples of changes that could be made to create fiscal relationships consistent with treaty. Some of these recommendations are relatively pragmatic and would come at little political, fiscal, or constitutional cost to Canada, while others are more dramatic, and would involve a fundamental reshaping of Canada as we know it.
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In 2019 I completed my Master of Arts degree at the Faculty of Native Studies, University of Alberta, exploring the topic of fiscal relations between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations in Alberta: historically; contemporaneously; and what, optimistically, they might look like in the future. I am merely a ‘part-time’ academic, and my interest in this topic stems from my professional engagement with the contemporary realities of these fiscal relationships on a day-to-day basis as a bureaucrat working for what-is-now-known as Indigenous Services Canada (ISC), the federal government department primarily responsible for relations with Indigenous peoples.\(^1\) All of us, settler or Indigenous, working in or otherwise familiar with this space have little doubt that these relationships as currently structured are flawed—that is the easy part. The more challenging piece is to imagine what they might look like. It is this—imagining the optimistic future—that fits nicely into conversations about creative sovereignties.

In many ways, one of the shortcomings of fiscal relationships between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations, historically and currently, is a lack of creativity (at least on the settler side) when it comes to envisioning relationships outside of the narrow, colonial, paternalistic, bureaucratic ‘box’ imposed by the Canadian state, the Indian Act, jurisdictional and constitutional ‘realities’ of federalism, and so on: ‘the implementation of the treaties requires a commitment to envisioning a fundamentally alternate form of relationship, one which evidently lies outside of Canada’s current political imaginary’ (Starblanket and Dallas 2020, p. 6). In contrast, Treaty 6 (and most historical treaties), not only stems from a more creative, less restrictive way of understanding settler-Indigenous relationships, but also, even today, nearly 150 years later, offers us creative possibilities: Treaty 6 (and treaties in general, historical and modern) should be seen as an opportunity to recreate Canada
and relationships between Canada and First Nations in a nation-to-nation, mutually beneficial way. Settlers—whether academics, bureaucrats, politicians, and so on—need to take responsibility for doing this creative work in all the various forms it will take. We, collectively, have set up these colonial systems, and we must work to tear them down and build anew. It is in this spirit that my article is particularly addressed to fellow settlers.

On the surface, the significance of funding and fiscal relationships appears obvious: in Canada today, money is essential for First Nations governments to hire employees to deliver services, fund transfers to individual recipients, pay contractors and consultants to design, build, and study, and so on—and generally most of that money takes the form of fiscal transfers from the Government of Canada. Those functions of fiscal relations are clearly important, materially and otherwise; but Shiri Pasternak goes further, commenting that:

> fiscal relations have long played a key role in the disciplinary management of Indigenous populations, particularly since the institutionalization of individual welfare distributions on reserve and formalized “contribution agreements” from the federal government to band councils. Although it remains a relatively unexamined technique of governance, the use of government transfer funds increasingly forms part of a core strategy to consolidate state control over Indigenous peoples in Canada. (2017, p. 191)

Or, more bluntly: ‘Fiscal relations between the state and Indigenous peoples in Canada are a matter of life and death’ (Pasternak, 2016, p. 318). If Pasternak is right, and I believe she is, then if ‘government transfer funds’ were to be made within a context of fiscal relationships consistent with Treaty 6, ‘state control’ over First Nations would necessarily be eroded (if not eliminated). In other words, my contention is that fiscal relationships are not only significant on the surface level of material livelihood, but that they can and do impact the larger, existential relationship between Canada and First Nations as well (Neu & Therrien 2003; Starblanket & Hunt 2020; Willmott 2020).

In this article, I will present some of my research² as a contribution to imagining an optimistic, creative future that respects both settler and Indigenous sovereignties, rooted in the creative possibilities Treaty 6 represents.
Necessarily, I will begin by presenting my research on the history of the relationships Treaty 6 created, since it is only with a good understanding of that foundation that imagining the future can be relevant. I will also briefly comment on the current state of these relationships, before presenting suggestions for changes. This research and my suggestions should, of course, be of use to those professionally or academically interested in the specific focus of my research, but I believe it has wider applicability to anyone—from university students to bureaucrats to academics—who are thinking about new ways Indigenous peoples and settler-colonial governments around the world might relate, and particularly how fiscal relations between them might be improved.

The History of Treaty 6

Nation-to-nation relationships in what-is-now Treaty 6 territory began long before the Treaty 6 negotiations—with Cree, Blackfoot, Stoney, Dene, Metis, and even the Hudson’s Bay Company sharing this territory (Dion 1993; Erasmus 1999; Ward 1995). Relying on both primary and secondary written sources (Binnema 2001; Carter 1999; Craft 2013; Jobin 2013; Mandelbaum n.d., 1979; Milloy 1988; Treaty 7 Elders and Tribal Council 1996), I conclude that prior to Canada’s arrival here in the 1870s, First Nations were sovereign nations living together in a shared space with negotiated jurisdictional and geographical boundaries, engaging in political and economic relations, and resolving inevitable conflicts bilaterally, sometimes diplomatically and sometimes violently, as equals. This was the context into which Canada came in the 1870s to negotiate Treaty 6 and the other numbered treaties.

Numbered treaty negotiations began almost immediately following Canada’s ‘purchase’ from the Hudson’s Bay Company of Rupert’s Land and the Northwest Territory in 1870. Despite the legality of Canada’s purchase of this territory from a British and Canadian perspective (Tough 1992), this land was not, of course, de facto Canada’s, any more than it had been the Hudson Bay Company’s, and Canada’s negotiation of treaties was an implicit acknowledgement of this fact (Craft 2013). In other words, whatever de jure sovereignty Canada believed itself to have, Canada recognized that it was only through treaties that the west could be opened to settlers.
In 1876, Treaty 6 negotiations took place at Fort Carlton and Fort Pitt (in contemporary Saskatchewan), and additional First Nations (including many around Fort Edmonton) adhered in 1877 and later. While primarily a treaty with Cree First Nations, Treaty 6 is also adhered to by Saulteaux/Ojibwe, Assiniboine/Stoney, and Dene First Nations—all of which seem to have been represented at Forts Carlton and Pitt (Erasmus 1999; Ray, Miller, Tough 2000). Despite the desire of both Canada and most of the First Nations chiefs to negotiate a treaty, successful negotiations were far from certain (Ray, Miller, Tough 2000). These were genuine negotiations—the First Nations were not simply going to accept the terms lead negotiator Lieutenant-Governor Alexander Morris came with, and Morris was not going to simply concede whatever the First Nations demanded (Jobin 2018). The negotiating chiefs were aware of the terms of prior numbered treaties (especially Treaty 4 [Ray, Miller, Tough 2000]) and expected to improve upon them, just as Morris was careful to not promise too much. So, for example, the chiefs insisted on provision of food, which, according to Morris, ultimately resulted in the limited promise that Canada would provide food in cases of ‘a national famine’ (Morris 1991, p. 186). Treaty 6 also included promises of farming assistance that were superior to those of Treaty 4, as well, famously, as the ‘medicine chest’ clause, which had not appeared in any of the prior numbered treaties (Starblanket & Hunt 2020; Ray, Miller, Tough 2000). Both sides took the negotiations seriously, and neither side appeared particularly desperate to conclude the treaty unless it was at least to some extent in line with their demands. To put this another way, whatever miscommunications and misunderstandings may have resulted due to differences in worldview and language—and these were likely significant—Treaty 6 represents at minimum a legitimate attempt at a nation-to-nation agreement.

After what seem to have been several tense days, Treaty 6 was concluded at Fort Carlton on August 23, 1876, and according to Morris a document was prepared that was agreed to by both Canadian and First Nations representatives. From there, the Canadian negotiators carried on to Fort Pitt where most of the chiefs agreed to the treaty as negotiated at Fort Carlton.
Treaty 6 text versus verbal agreement

Even if we ignore for now First Nations’ oral tradition regarding Treaty 6, there appears to be tension between the Canadian text of Treaty 6 and the negotiations that Morris and other settler observers recount. While much of what was discussed is reflected in the text of Treaty 6, there are important elements of the Canadian text that none of the Canadian observers mention in their accounts of the negotiations. In other words, there are serious gaps between what is related in the primary source written accounts of the negotiations and the text of Treaty 6 itself. Most significantly, according to the written accounts of the verbal negotiations, nothing appears to have been said about First Nations agreeing to ‘cede, release, surrender and yield up to’ Canada their land (Craft 2013; Miller 2009; St. Germain 2009; Taylor 1999), although this language features prominently in the treaty text (and, of course, in Canada’s interpretation of what the numbered treaties represent). Sheldon Krasowski is adamant on this point: ‘There is no evidence that Alexander Morris or his fellow treaty commissioners discussed the surrender clause during any of the treaty negotiations’ (2019, p. 272). Given that almost certainly none of the First Nations chiefs present at Forts Carlton and Pitt could actually read the text (and may not have even had the opportunity to do so even if they were literate), it seems highly problematic that Canada’s claim to exclusive sovereignty in this land rests on a text that was never part of the negotiations, and probably not explained (Hildebrandt 2008; Krasowski 2019). Treaty 6, then, should be properly understood as the agreement reached verbally in 1876, not exclusively the Canadian text.

Treaty 6 relationships

Based on my reading of the Treaty 6 negotiations, I come to the following conclusion regarding the relationships Treaty 6 created. Consistent with nation-to-nation relationships in the territory for generations prior, Treaty 6 created ongoing, dynamic, nation-to-nation relationships between Canada and adherent First Nations that were intended to ensure mutually beneficial relations in a shared space. While this statement is not exhaustive in terms of the motivations for entering into Treaty 6, I consider the establishment of these relationships to be foundational. Given the importance of my conclusion, I will
put some effort into breaking it down.

The statement’s first clause, ‘consistent with nation-to-nation relationships in the territory for generations prior’, is an attempt once again to emphasize the political context of Treaty 6 territory prior to Treaty 6. Interestingly, while Treaty 6 certainly created formal relationships that did not previously exist, from an Indigenous perspective these relationships were not particularly creative in the sense of unique: as noted, they recognized respective sovereignties in ways relationships between Indigenous nations had for centuries. The relationships Treaty 6 created must be understood within this context.

The ‘ongoing’ nature of the Treaty 6 relationships, while perhaps forgotten or ignored by Canada and Canadians for generations, appears to be well-understood today. The endurance of treaty relations is beautifully captured in the well-known ‘as long as’ metaphors used at the Treaty 6 negotiations (and since) by both First Nations and Canadian representatives: as long as the grass grows, the river runs, the sun shines, the waters flow, and so on (Johnson 2007; Macdonald 2017; Morris 1991; Price 1999; Ray, Miller, Tough 2000; Venne 1997; Venne 2007) (although none of these phrases actually appear in the Canadian text). The family and kin metaphors (H. Cardinal & Hildebrandt 2000; Johnson 2007; Morris 1991) that occurred throughout the negotiations and in the Treaty 6 text also speak to the lasting nature of relations.

‘Dynamic’ is an aspect of Treaty 6 relations that perhaps has not received enough attention, but it logically arises out of the ‘ongoing’: all relationships that last must also be able to adapt and change. The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) used the terms ‘fresh’ and ‘living’ (1996, Volume 2, p. 37) to describe treaties, and they resonate with this concept of dynamic relations. Gina Starblanket says: ‘Treaties were intended to be renewed and revisited over time in order to ensure good relations into the future’ (2019a, p. 15). Treaty 6, then, was not (as perhaps some historical treaties were) a static contract of land purchase or a temporary alliance for military purposes, but rather a commitment to ongoing and dynamic relations.

Since today settler politicians use the term ‘nation-to-nation’ in ways that affirm, rather than undermine or dismantle, Canadian colonialism (King and Pasternak 2018), its use here is somewhat risky. But most readers should have little
difficulty understanding the term at a basic level: the relations Treaty 6 established are relations between nations, not between individuals and a nation, or a nation and a colony, or groups within a single nation (Ladner 2003). In other words, the relations are typical of those created by most treaties throughout time and around the world, as well as specifically in Treaty 6 territory for generations prior to Treaty 6.

In some cases, treaties are arrived at after violent interactions, and may represent one (victorious) side more-or-less unilaterally imposing terms on the other, defeated side. Treaty 6 was not such a treaty, and rather was negotiated with the intention of creating ‘mutually-beneficial’ relations (H. Cardinal & Hildebrandt 2000). There were immediate benefits arising from Treaty 6, especially for the First Nations who received annuities immediately, but ultimately the ‘mutually-beneficial’ aspect was also part of the ‘ongoing’ nature. In other words, the benefits for both sides were meant to continue into perpetuity. Among other things, for the First Nations, much of the benefit was of a fiscal nature (see next section), and for Canada the benefits included access to land for settlement and avoidance of costly military conflict.

The final term of the argument, ‘shared space,’ most obviously refers to the geography Treaty 6 covers. But I have intentionally left out the word ‘geographic’ because I imagine the relationships Treaty 6 created to also allow for mutually beneficial relations in other types of shared space, including fiscal space. While the accounts of the Treaty 6 negotiations make the ‘shared’ aspect clear, the history of Treaty 6 relations has not, of course, included much sharing. Nonetheless, Treaty 6 was clearly an agreement to share space. Working out what that should look like in a contemporary context will be important.

**Fiscal Component of Treaty 6 Relationships**

Building on my conclusion about Treaty 6 relationships generally, we can now focus on the fiscal component of these relationships. ‘Fiscal’, as defined by Merriam-Webster, means ‘of or relating to taxation, public revenues, or public debt’. Based on this definition, the nation-to-nation relationships Treaty 6 established had fiscal consequences for both sides. These newly created
relationships included a fiscal component: for Canada, the treaty created fiscal obligations; and, for First Nations, fiscal expectations. Of course, as with any treaty, there were also obligations of First Nations, but these related to sharing of land and loyalty to the Crown, and as far as I read the treaty, do not have a fiscal component (St. Germain 2009). Canada’s fiscal obligations for the most part relate to expenditure of public revenues on some type of service delivery, although there are also obligations that require funding or goods purchased by Canada to flow directly to First Nations or First Nations individuals.

It is my position that for the most part the fiscal obligations Canada agreed to as outlined in the Treaty 6 text represent a minimum. This is logical: the text is Canada’s version of the treaty, so this is the minimum Canada should be held to. In other words, the fiscal relationships established by Treaty 6 include everything that appears in the Treaty 6 text, and more. It can be easy, especially when limiting treaty to the Canadian text, to view Treaty 6 fiscal relations as merely a checklist of obligations Canada took on; but this would not, of course, be consistent with the idea of ongoing and dynamic relationships. As Stark points out: ‘We must not be constrained by the narrow articles ... that too often distract us from the deeper meanings’ (2017, p. 276). Nonetheless, this ‘checklist’ approach is consistent with how Canada has historically understood Treaty 6, and therefore I believe it is a useful starting point. Below, I list the fiscal obligations Canada took on that I understand to be ongoing obligations, more-or-less literally as they appear in the text:

- Maintenance of ‘schools for instruction’;
- Some type of law enforcement;
- Treaty annuities for all First Nations members ($5/individual);
- $1,500 annually to be expended on ‘ammunition and twine for nets’;
- Annual salaries for chiefs ($25) and ‘subordinate officers’ ($15);
- Triennial suits of clothing for chiefs and ‘subordinate officers’;
- Assistance in case of ‘pestilence . . . or . . . general famine’;
- ‘A medicine chest . . . at the house of each Indian Agent’; and
• Although not explicitly stated, the references to ‘Indian Agents’ indicate a commitment to some type of Canadian bureaucracy focused on First Nations affairs.

**Fiscal relations as consistent with the spirit and intent of Treaty 6**

Outlining the ongoing fiscal obligations as delineated in the text of Treaty 6 was a relatively easy task. But, as First Nations have always understood (Miller 2009), and as more and more Canadians are now understanding, the Canadian text of Treaty 6 has inadequately captured the ‘spirit and intent’ of Treaty 6. The secondary literature on Treaty 6 and the numbered treaties generally is nearly unanimous on this point. In fact, in some ways (most especially the clauses regarding land surrender), the text of Treaty 6 is inconsistent with the spirit and intent of Treaty 6 as related by First Nations Elders and, arguably, even Canadian accounts of the negotiations. For First Nations Elders interviewed in Saskatchewan, for example, the Cree concept of *pimâcihowin*, roughly ‘the ability to make a living’ was an important aspect of treaty relationships (H. Cardinal & Hildebrandt 2000). *Pimâcihowin* is a concept inclusive of spirituality, and so is greater than just fiscal relations (or at least fiscal relations as defined by settlers), but there is certainly a fiscal component too, especially relating to ‘the right of First Nations to maintain a continuing relationship to the land, and its resources’ (H. Cardinal & Hildebrandt 2000, p. 46). In the context of my research, I interpret the Elders’ emphasis on *pimâcihowin* as a treaty principle to be an assertion that Treaty 6 fiscal relations do not simply involve fiscal obligations that Canada owes First Nations, but also a respect for First Nations fiscal jurisdiction—sovereignty—over their own people and land. There are, therefore, elements of fiscal relationships established by Treaty 6 that do not appear in the text. To put this another way, fiscal relationships created by Treaty 6 and consistent with the treaty should not be limited to the fiscal obligations/expectations noted in the text. Here I will highlight just two fiscal issues that should rightly be part of Treaty 6 fiscal relationships given the idea of mutually-beneficial relations in a shared space.

As already noted, Treaty 6 First Nations only agreed to share the land as opposed to ‘cede, release, surrender, and yield’ it (RCAP 1996). While the
treaty text might include this language of surrender, the account of the treaty negotiations—even as represented by Canadian officials—did not include any mention of this transfer of ownership (Hall 2015; Carter 1999). Moreover, given the context of international relations in this land prior to Canada’s arrival here, surely it is far more reasonable to assume that the First Nations understood Treaty 6 to be an agreement allowing settlers to share their land—not take it over entirely. This was consistent with the peaceful coexistence of at least several distinct nations already in this territory (Taylor 1999). Of course, First Nations testimony in this regard seems to be unanimous: they never intended to surrender their land to Canada (Venne 1997). So Treaty 6 represented an agreement for Canada (settlers) to share First Nations’ territory, not take it over.³

An important aspect of any nation-to-nation fiscal relationships consistent with the spirit and intent of Treaty 6 would be reaching an understanding of how natural resources should be managed and how much of the revenues derived from them should belong to the First Nations. First Nations’ participation in natural resource management and entitlement to at least some share of natural resource revenues should have been an aspect of Treaty 6 fiscal relationships right from the beginning, as would be consistent with living in a shared space, both geographic and fiscal.

Another aspect of relations involving shared fiscal space has to do with taxation. If the nation-to-nation relationships created by Treaty 6 were taken seriously, then tax laws would have respected all nations’ jurisdictions over their land and people. How exactly this would work could take many forms—and obviously such tax laws or tax treaties negotiated today would be different than if questions of taxation had been specifically addressed in 1876. Regardless of exactly how taxation should be or could be or will be worked out, there can be no doubt that taxation is an important element of the fiscal relationships between Canada and First Nations, and that Canada’s taxation laws since Treaty 6—which entirely disregard First Nations’ jurisdiction—have been inconsistent with the notions of ‘nation-to-nation’ and ‘shared space’ that are central to Treaty 6 relationships.
The Legacy of Treaty 6

As First Nations have long recognized, and as more and more Canadians are beginning to recognize, Treaty 6 (along with the other numbered treaties) represented an optimistic vision for the future. For First Nations, Treaty 6 represented the health care, food, agricultural support, and cash they would need as they transitioned with Canadian help from one way of life to another. For Canada, Treaty 6 meant peacefully opening land for agricultural settlement. In other words, Treaty 6 should have been mutually beneficial, a true ‘win-win.’

As I noted early in this article, international diplomacy already had an extensive and sophisticated history long before Canada’s arrival here. Treaty 6 was clearly a continuation, even, perhaps, a culmination of this history, in the sense that it created nation-to-nation relationships not only between nations, but between nations of vastly different heritages and worldviews.

But, despite the optimism of Treaty 6, it was in fact more-or-less immediately after the signing of treaties between Canada and First Nations that nation-to-nation relationships ended in this land. Rather than share land, Canada dispossessed First Nations. Rather than respect First Nations governance, Canada imposed its own system. Rather than recognize First Nations’ sovereignty over their own land and people, Canada enforced the Indian Act. And rather than remember the history of nation-to-nation relations and Treaty 6 in its optimistic fullness, Canada forgot, perhaps intentionally so. This history of broken promises and disrespect is well-documented and virtually universally accepted (e.g.: H. Cardinal 1969; H. Cardinal & Hildebrandt 2000; Carter 1990; Craft 2013; Hall 2015; Pasternak 2016; Starblanket & Hunt 2020; Stark 2016; St. Germain 2009; Tait and Ladner 2018; Venne 1997, 2007; Venne et al. 1997).

The Trudeau government and A ‘new fiscal relationship’

For decades, successive federal governments have recognized, at least to some extent or another, the inadequacy of Canada’s relationships with First Nations, including fiscal relations. But perhaps no government has so radically changed official rhetoric on these issues, nor passed more Indigenous-focused legislation
(Yellowhead Institute 2019), than the 2015 Liberal Government of Justin Trudeau (which was re-elected in October 2019). I am more interested in the future of Treaty 6 fiscal relationships and less on their current reality, but a brief summary of my assessment of the Trudeau government’s rhetoric and policies relating to fiscal relationships is helpful context. I am necessarily cautious; after all, it is impossible to know at this point what Trudeau’s legacy will be when it comes to Indigenous issues, or what the long term impact will be of what the Trudeau government has done as it relates to fiscal relationships with Treaty 6 First Nations. Still, I am happy to be able to point to some positive changes—both rhetorical and substantive—the Trudeau government has implemented, including $20 billion in new spending that is undeniably having a direct and tangible impact on the lives of Indigenous people. Ultimately, however, I conclude that despite rhetorically outlining an ambitious agenda relating to Indigenous peoples, including a ‘new fiscal relationship’ with First Nations (Assembly of First Nations & Government of Canada 2017; Liberal Party of Canada 2018), the Trudeau government has been either unwilling or unable to make significant substantive change, and those changes they have implemented regarding fiscal relationships appear to continue the history of fiscal relations inconsistent with Treaty 6. A very basic example of this lies in the terminology: the singular ‘relationship’ is used when discussing the ‘new fiscal relationship’, apparently perpetuating Canada’s failure to recognize the unique nature of the relationships it has with First Nations. More than this, however, is the consistent assumption by the Government of Canada that however relationships between Canada and First Nations are reimagined, they must fit within the ‘box’ of ‘Canada’s current constitutional framework’ (Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada 2018).

The Trudeau government, like so many before it, seems to lack the creativity necessary to break away from the colonial past and restrictive ways of thinking that brought about the Indian Act and centuries of settler government policy intent on imposing Canadian sovereignty on First Nations. It was this realization that inspired my research. Since fiscal relations between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations are currently not taking Treaty 6 seriously, I want to know what it would look like if they did.
Pragmatic changes that could happen immediately

Realistic to the tremendous effort and dramatic changes that would be necessary for fiscal relations to take Treaty 6 seriously, I approached this question from two different perspectives. In this section, I am taking a relatively conservative approach that assumes changes to fiscal relationships have to be of minimal financial impact to the Government of Canada; not challenge Canada as currently constituted existentially; and come at little to no cost in terms of Canadian public opinion. I am also limiting myself to thinking about the fiscal obligations in the Canadian text of Treaty 6—in essence, in this section, I accept the ‘checklist’ approach to treaty, which tends to view it more so as a list of obligations and less as a dynamic, fulsome relationship. Clearly, these suggestions will be nowhere near enough to create fiscal relationships entirely consistent with Treaty 6, but they would represent steps in the right direction. My next section will tackle my research question in a more dramatic way, but I have two reasons for the pragmatic approach of this section.

First, the suggestions of this section are examples of changes that could be made immediately. Whereas more dramatic changes would require significant investment (financial, political, etc.), the suggestions of this section do not. I should be clear: my suggestions are still ambitious in that they would represent significant change in how Canada engages treaty, but they could be done fairly quickly and require little in terms of the investments I listed above. Moreover, whereas the most important element required for the suggestions of the next section is legitimate negotiation with Treaty 6 First Nations, I propose that the suggestions of this section could be implemented unilaterally by Canada. This is important to me, because my observation of current relations between Canada and (especially historical treaty-adherent) First Nations is that there is so much (understandable) distrust, that a necessary precursor to successful future negotiations of these relationships is likely to be Canada taking unilateral steps to demonstrate its seriousness and good faith. The steps outlined in this section represent a chance for Canada to rebuild the trust it has successfully but tragically eroded since 1876.

Second, it is highly unlikely that any Canadian government would ever take the more drastic steps I propose in the next section without first taking more
pragmatic steps such as I outline in this one. Therefore, more likely than not, if fiscal relationships are ever changed such that they are consistent with Treaty 6, there will need to be starting points, and the suggestions of this section can serve as those.

Inflation-adjusting Treaty annuities

My first pragmatic suggestion is that treaty annuities should be adjusted for inflation. As outlined earlier, the fiscal obligations Canada took on within the text of Treaty 6 included: treaty annuities for all First Nations members ($5); $1,500 annually to be expended on ‘ammunition and twine for nets’; and annual salaries for chiefs ($25) and ‘subordinate officers’ ($15). If Treaty 6 fiscal relationships are taken seriously as ongoing and dynamic, it should be immediately obvious to everyone that treaty annuities should not remain at 1876 nominal dollar amounts. As we all know, the value of money changes over time due to inflation (Neu and Therrien 2003; RCAP 1996), so five dollars in 1876 had far more purchasing power than five dollars does in 2020. Canada’s continued payment of five-dollar treaty annuities is obnoxious.

There are a variety of viable methods for adjusting treaty annuities (e.g., Allard 2002; InFocus 2019), but my preference is a simple one based on Canadian inflation rates. Using the Bank of Canada’s inflation calculator and making some basic assumptions, I arrive at an average Canadian inflation rate of 3.04% from 1876 to 2019. Based on average inflation of 3.04%, I estimated the total additional annual cost to Canada in 2019 dollars would be a relatively insignificant $55 million (or $370 per person). While this amount would not make Treaty 6 First Nations or their members rich overnight, inflation-adjusting treaty annuities would go a long way symbolically towards making it clear that Canada is intent on taking Treaty 6 seriously.

Treaty-based programs and services

My second pragmatic recommendation incorporates symbolic change with substantive action. This recommendation stems from those fiscal obligations Canada took on in the text of Treaty 6 that involve ongoing delivery of funding of programs and services. From the treaty’s fiscal obligations, I identify five as being of this nature: maintenance of ‘schools for instruction’; some type of law-
enforcement; assistance in case of ‘pestilence’ or ‘general famine’; ‘a medicine chest’; and, although not explicitly stated, the references to ‘Indian Agents’ indicate a commitment to some type of Canadian bureaucracy focused on First Nations affairs.

At present most Treaty 6 First Nations receive Government of Canada funding for education, social assistance, and health care, which can be understood as more-or-less modern-day equivalents of the promises included in the maintenance of schools, aid in case of pestilence/famine, and medicine chest clauses (Taylor 1985). In terms of what I understand to be the commitment to maintaining a First Nations-focused bureaucracy, Canada has done so since before Treaty 6 was negotiated through today; how that bureaucracy has operated has not generally been consistent with Treaty 6, of course, but it has existed and been engaged with Treaty 6 First Nations, nonetheless. The law enforcement clause receives very little attention, but it is in the treaty text, and policing is a high priority for many Treaty 6 First Nations (as I hear from First Nations I work with regularly). At present very few First Nations in Canada receive direct federal funding for policing, but police do provide services to First Nation reserves. Therefore, however paternalistically or otherwise problematically, Canada is currently engaged in either funding or directly providing programs and services that it committed to in the text of Treaty 6. For the purposes of this recommendation, my concerns regarding Canadian funding and delivery of treaty-related programs and services is twofold.

First, Canada funds and delivers these programs and services without acknowledging that they are doing so in fulfilment of Treaty 6 (Barnsley 2002; Pasternak 2016; Starblanket & Hunt 2020). So, the first half of my recommendation is that Canada should formally acknowledge that funding and delivery of education, social assistance, health care, policing, and First Nations-focused federal bureaucracy (whatever its iterations) in a Treaty 6 context is done in fulfilment of the fiscal obligations it agreed to in the text of Treaty 6. Canada could go about doing so in many ways, but some basic suggestions would be that this affirmation should be incorporated into funding agreements with Treaty 6 First Nations (see next subsection); be made explicit in Government of Canada communications; and eventually become a simple, accepted part of relationships between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations such
that bureaucrats (and others) begin talking about these programs and services in this way.

My second concern about treaty-related programs and services is the long-standing insufficiency of the funding provided and inadequacy of the programs and services delivered. These ‘gaps’ between the government programs and services available to settler Canadians and those available on reserve to First Nations are well known (Palmater 2011). The second half of my recommendation is not necessarily that Canada fund or deliver treaty-related programs and services to whatever levels chiefs and councils ask them to, but rather that Canada commit in a transparent and accountable way to, at minimum, fund and deliver treaty-related programs and services at a level comparable to that which Canadians receive. In many cases, Canada may now (finally) be close to doing this, so this commitment would not necessarily be expensive to fulfill; but Canada could do a much better job of transparently communicating an analysis of how it is doing this and demonstrate its willingness to be held accountable. A formal commitment such as this would also mitigate the risk that recent increases in fiscal transfers to First Nations could be cut in the future.

Like inflation-adjusting treaty annuities, recognizing the treaty basis for treaty-related programs and services and committing to levels of funding and service comparable to Canadians, and corresponding transparency and accountability, would be a significant step by Canada in signaling the centrality of Treaty 6 in its fiscal relationships with Treaty 6 First Nations.

Funding agreement texts

My third and final pragmatic recommendation relates to the texts of the funding agreements Canada has with Treaty 6 First Nations. This recommendation is purely symbolic and would cost Canada nothing financially.

Funding agreements are the legal contracts between Canada and First Nations that facilitate the flow of funding to chiefs and councils for programs and services they take responsibility for delivering on reserve (e.g., usually at minimum education, public works, social assistance, and basic health services). The issue this recommendation attempts to address is the fact that funding
agreements between Canada and First Nations across Canada are all virtually the same in terms of wording. This is consistent with the history of Canadian fiscal relationships with First Nations, where Canadian First Nations policy (and especially fiscal policy) has treated all First Nations the same regardless of treaty-adherence, geography, and so on.

Template texts of funding agreements are publicly available online. There are a few versions, but in all cases the vast majority of the text is non-negotiable (one of many ways fiscal relationships between Canada and First Nations are not consistent with the idea of nation-to-nation). There are optional clauses that relate to treaties, but these clauses are token wording, entirely irrelevant to the content of the agreement itself. Whether the clauses are included or excluded from the agreement does not change the agreement one iota, at least as far as Canada is concerned.

There are other ways the funding agreement wording is inconsistent with Treaty 6 fiscal relationships, but the point is that since the funding agreement template was prepared for use across Canada, it is not designed for fiscal relationships specific to a historical treaty context, let alone a numbered treaty context, let alone a Treaty 6 context. Correcting this, such that funding agreements with Treaty 6 First Nations explicitly acknowledged and incorporated more thorough reference to Treaty 6 would be a relatively simple first step towards Canada taking Treaty 6 seriously. Out of my three pragmatic recommendations, it would likely be the cheapest, and it should in no way threaten Canada as currently constituted, nor have any cost in terms of public opinion. All this recommendation involves is a slight shift in policy that accepts the unique nature of Treaty 6 fiscal relationships.

Dramatic changes to Treaty 6 fiscal relationships

The previous section took a relatively conservative approach towards starting to answer my research question, providing three pragmatic examples of ways fiscal relationships between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations could change to make them more consistent with Treaty 6. I would not describe any of them as especially ‘creative’, nor would they substantively change structures of sovereignty in Canada. From there, however, we can move on to the more
dramatic changes that would be necessary for fiscal relations to be entirely consistent with Treaty 6. For these, I am not limiting myself by the constraints I outlined in the previous section, nor confining myself to defining Treaty 6 according to the Canadian text. Instead, I am employing a perspective on Treaty 6 fiscal relationships that more fully appreciates the relationships treaty created. These three suggestions represent much more creative thinking (at least for settlers), and would result in the creation of systems of sovereignty fundamentally different than those currently in place.

There should be no doubt about it: colonialism and in particular Canadian government policy since Treaty 6 have had a profoundly negative impact on Treaty 6 First Nations, including their economies and governance; likewise, decolonizing, or at least attempting to change things going forward such that they are consistent with Treaty 6, will come at a high cost to Canada, including economically and in terms of how Canada is constituted today. The suggestions in this section are, then, either extremely expensive economically or extremely radical constitutionally, or both. Needless to say, economically expensive and constitutionally radical decisions would almost certainly also be politically unpopular and face considerable public opposition. These recommendations cannot be considered pragmatic or realistic, at least not in the near term.

Another critical point about these recommendations is that they should not be unilaterally implemented by Canada. Given their more fundamental and substantive nature, they are suggestions that can only be appropriately implemented following serious and fulsome negotiations. We need contemporary Treaty 6 negotiations that allow the relationships between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations to fit the contemporary context in a way consistent with Treaty 6; this is not about negotiating treaty away or repudiating what was negotiated in 1876, but rather ensuring Treaty 6 relationships are contemporarily relevant (RCAP 1996). For me, this is best done through a serious and fulsome negotiation process. While Treaty 6 is clearly an agreement between the federal Crown and First Nations, the reality is that since 1905 and especially since 1930 (when the Alberta Natural Resources Transfer Act [NRTA] ‘gave’ Alberta control over ‘its’ natural resources), ‘another’ Crown has entered the context in which Treaty 6 First Nations in Alberta exist:
The Province of Alberta. Therefore, I think it makes sense that in future Treaty 6 negotiations, the relevant provinces need to take part.

**Reframing relations**

Currently, relationships between Canada and First Nations are fundamentally based in the *Indian Act*. If Treaty 6 fiscal relationships are going to take Treaty 6 seriously, this must change. While most First Nations and Canadians would agree the *Indian Act* has to go, I am not specifically recommending complete repeal, since there may be other, non-treaty contexts in which the *Indian Act* is the only basis for unique relationships between Canada and First Nations. In terms of a Treaty 6 context, however, the *Indian Act* has to go.

Of course, Canada has wanted to be rid of the *Indian Act* with varying degrees of enthusiasm since the 1969 White Paper, and in many ways it is only still in place because First Nations have opposed its abolishment. But First Nations (especially numbered treaty-adherent First Nations) opposed its abolishment, at least in part, because the White Paper proposed to not only do away with the *Indian Act*, but treaty rights as well. What I am proposing here does not, of course, involve the abolishment of treaty rights—quite the opposite.

In many ways having the *Indian Act* no longer apply to Treaty 6 First Nations is the easy part of this recommendation. What will be the more dramatic piece is what will have to replace the *Indian Act* as the basis for relations between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations. Clearly, whereas currently the *Indian Act* is the primary framework through which Canada engages with First Nations, a framework (Treaty 6) already exists to guide the relationships between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations, and this has been obvious to Treaty 6 First Nations since Treaty 6 came into being. Representative officials of Canada signed Treaty 6, of course, and it was ratified through a vote in the Canadian parliament, so additional legislation or a new national ‘framework’ (as Trudeau suggested in February 2018) should not be required; on the other hand, if the federal government feels that for some reason this is desirable, it is not necessarily problematic.

The impacts of implementing this recommendation specific to the fiscal relationships between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations would include the
(default, if not explicit) acknowledgement (as recommended in the last section) that funding and delivery of treaty-related programs and services are based on Treaty 6 (since now there would be no other framework for these to be based on). Also consistent with a recommendation of the prior section, funding agreements (if these continued as the mechanism through which funding flowed) would have to reference treaty and could obviously no longer include references to the Indian Act. Moreover, as part of the future Treaty 6 negotiations, formulae would have to be established to ensure adequate levels of funding are provided (appropriately adjusting for inflation and population growth), and these formulae could no longer be unilaterally imposed by Canada but would need to be negotiated in a truly nation-to-nation way. As part of the negotiations, I would expect mechanisms to be put in place for dispute or issue resolution, and review of these funding formulae would need to happen with some regularity by representatives of both Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations.

Renegotiation of the Natural Resources Transfer Agreement

One of the main reasons Alberta (and other relevant provinces) need to be involved in future Treaty 6 negotiations is that the Alberta NRTA needs to be renegotiated. This need not in any way involve the province ceding back jurisdiction to the federal government over natural resources, but it absolutely does require that the province cede jurisdiction to First Nations. Once again, this is not a suggestion in any way unique to me—First Nations have been quite vocal in raising this issue (S. Cardinal 2001; Desjarlais 2019; Pasternak and King 2019; Venne 1997). Their point has been that Canada had no right to transfer jurisdiction over natural resources to the provinces, since First Nations never transferred this jurisdiction to Canada (at least not exclusively), and I agree. The NRTA is not consistent with Treaty 6, and there is no way fiscal relationships between Canada and First Nations can be consistent with Treaty 6 without the NRTA changing. There has been significant First Nations criticism of Canada for failing to include a discussion around return of lands and resources as part of ‘reconciliation’ (CBC 2018; The Guardian 2018; Turtle Island News 2018), and this recommendation attempts to address at least the latter half of the ‘lands and resources’ issue.
Removing the *Indian Act*’s application to Treaty 6 First Nations as previously suggested would restore management and control of natural resources on reserve lands to First Nations. But what has to happen with renegotiations of the NRTA is much more expansive, and I can imagine at least two possibilities for how this might work out. One would involve exclusive First Nations’ sovereignty over natural resources on reserve, and shared sovereignty (either with Canada or perhaps more likely with Alberta) over natural resources off reserve. This would be the method most obviously consistent with the idea of treaty relations involving sharing space. This first possibility could also result in what would more-or-less be ‘settler reserves’—small spaces that might be considered under exclusive Canadian or Albertan sovereignty. An obvious example might be predominantly settler urban spaces. The second possibility I can imagine would involve more extensive dividing up of territory, so that First Nations would control the resources in, say, half of the Treaty 6 territory in Alberta, and Canada/Alberta the other half. Some combination of these two possibilities could also occur. For example, certain natural resources might be more readily divided than others, so control of natural resources, whether divided or joint, might depend on the type of resource. It might also be the case that those issues more generally relevant to natural resources management (e.g., safety regulations, level of carbon emissions permitted, pollution prevention regimes) might be decided by a joint First Nations-Canada and Alberta board or commission and the specific control of natural resources could be divided.

These ‘imaginings’ are obviously very hypothetical, preliminary, and tentative, and necessarily so both because we are so far away from future Treaty 6 negotiations and because the details actually require negotiation. But the scope of what I am recommending should be clear: a fundamental and radical rearranging of what natural resource management and control looks like in Alberta, with potentially profound impacts on environmental protections and resource royalty regimes. Ultimately, what we are talking about here, consistent with truly nation-to-nation relationships, is a sacrifice of sovereignty for Canada/Alberta as they recognize the legitimate sovereignty of First Nations over their natural resources.
Like repeal of the Indian Act, renegotiation of the NRTA is a requirement of fiscal relationships consistent with Treaty 6 that First Nations have been arguing in favour of for a long time. It would be a step far more consequential and dramatic for Canada (and Alberta) than even repeal of the Indian Act, in many ways altering Canada and especially Alberta as we know it. But such dramatic change is what will be required if Canada is to begin relating to Treaty 6 First Nations on the basis of Treaty 6.

**Taxation**

Taxation was not discussed at Treaty 6’s original negotiations, but it is a highly relevant subject for nation-to-nation fiscal relationships between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations: ‘tax policy and sovereignty are intertwined’ (Hopkins 2008, p. 2). Again, there is also a provincial component to taxation in Canada, emphasizing once more that Alberta’s participation in future Treaty 6 negotiations is important.

There have been several proposals regarding changes to Canadian taxation policy to the benefit of First Nations (e.g., Boldt 1993; RCAP 1996; Sanderson 2017); ultimately, however, I consider them all inadequate in that they do not involve Canada (and provinces) recognizing that they have no authority to tax First Nations people, land, or resources, because First Nations did not concede this sovereignty to Canada in Treaty 6. To what extent and how First Nations choose to tax their own people, land, and resources needs to be up to them, as consistent with the relationships created by Treaty 6. Moreover, to be clear, these taxation powers need to extend beyond reserves, to include whatever other lands and resources are returned to them entirely or jointly controlled/managed. So, assuming First Nations jointly control and manage natural resources with Alberta, then their taxation powers need to extend to these natural resources to the extent they control them (i.e., if split 50/50, then taxation powers should also be 50/50).

Canada/Alberta ceding taxation jurisdiction over First Nations people, land, and resources back to First Nations is a further critical piece to transforming fiscal relationships between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations such that they are consistent with the relationships Treaty 6 established. Like my first two longer-term suggestions, it will change how Canada is constituted, since
Canada and the provinces will have to recognize that they are not the only entities in this land with taxation powers.

My three recommendations for more fundamental ways fiscal relationships need to change between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations if they are to be consistent with Treaty 6 are only intended to provide a sense of the scope of the changes necessary, not exhaustively cover all the aspects of the changes required. To most settlers, these suggestions will seem dramatic—and, indeed, they are, given how Canada is currently constituted. Reframing relations away from the Indian Act and towards treaty, renegotiating the Alberta Natural Resources Transfer Act, and conceding taxation powers would each on their own be dramatic changes to the Canadian political and economic landscape—never mind all three done simultaneously and along with other changes coming out of future Treaty 6 negotiations.

Conclusion

Driven by the day-to-day realities of my professional experience working within the space of Treaty 6 fiscal relations, and disappointed with the lack of substantive change the Trudeau government’s ‘New Fiscal Relationship’ has implemented, I set out to research what fiscal relationships that took Treaty 6 seriously might actually look like. The answers to this question are not platitudes, token policy changes, and marginal funding increases. Rather, I am convinced that the answers must be rooted in a complete understanding of the relationships Treaty 6 created. Although the Canadian text of Treaty 6 includes a list of fiscal obligations Canada took on, in fact the fiscal relationships Treaty 6 created are much, much more than that. Treaty 6 created ongoing, dynamic, nation-to-nation relationships between Canada and adherent First Nations that were intended to ensure mutually-beneficial relations in a shared space.

As a starting point, I argue that Canada should meaningfully fulfill its fiscal obligations as listed in the text of Treaty 6—including inflation-adjusting treaty annuities; recognizing the treaty-basis for funding for and delivery of certain programs and services and guaranteeing them at levels comparable to Canadians; and recognizing the significance of treaty in the texts of funding agreements. These suggestions are basic and pragmatic—they are relatively
easy, cost little or nothing, and are primarily symbolic rather than substantive. Such pragmatic and symbolic shifts within Treaty 6 relations would, however, be important initial, trust-building steps towards taking Treaty 6 seriously. A Government of Canada that is sincere about pursuing reconciliation, decolonization, and nation-to-nation relationships should take steps like these immediately.

Longer term, Treaty 6 fiscal relations that take treaty seriously will require legitimate, good faith negotiations to ensure the future respects the nation-to-nation relationships Treaty 6 created in all of their fullness. In this article I provided three examples of dramatic changes that will be required in order for this to happen: replacing the Indian Act with Treaty 6 as the primary governing framework for relations between Canada and Treaty 6 First Nations; renegotiation of the Natural Resources Transfer Act such that it respects First Nations’ jurisdiction over their land and resources; and amending federal and provincial taxation legislation such that it would be consistent with First Nations’ taxation jurisdiction over their own land, resources, and people.

Unlike my pragmatic recommendations, a fulsome response to taking Treaty 6 seriously will require expensive, politically unpalatable, and time consuming work. Refusal to take on this work, however, ensures that Canada will continue to be the colonial, paternalistic, racist country we would prefer to think is in our past. I intend this article to be a small contribution towards the much larger conversation that we as settlers must engage in with each other and with Indigenous peoples before Canada is willing to change. As bleak as the state of relationships between Canada and First Nations is today, I nonetheless hope for the optimistic, creative, mutually-beneficial future imagined when Treaty 6 came to be.
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Notes

1 My research is informed by this professional experience (and conversations with First Nations chiefs and councils, Elders, administration staff, and members), but I have ensured no confidential information is disclosed, and all opinions are my own and do not necessarily reflect those of my employer or others I work with.

2 My thesis research question was: ‘What might truly ‘nation-to-nation’ fiscal relationships look like between Canada and Alberta Treaty 6 First Nations if Treaty 6 were taken seriously?’ I limited my question to Alberta since that is the context I work in and am most familiar with. Of course, much of my research is applicable to all of Treaty 6, all numbered treaties, and even most fiscal relationships between Canada and First Nations. There are other ways my research question, and my own positionality, limit my inquiry: While I am interested in challenging the status quo and critically questioning the nature of Canada as currently structured, I am also, as a settler, and particularly a settler federal government bureaucrat, writing with other settlers and other bureaucrats in mind, necessarily accepting certain realities uncritically for the sake of this article’s argument.

3 Many First Nations Elders even contend that First Nations agreed to share the land solely for agricultural purposes, and that in fact other natural resources were explicitly not part of the negotiations (H. Cardinal & Hildebrandt 2000; Miller 2009; Price 1999; Taylor 1999). While this is an important contention, in my research I assume that the agreement was to generally share the land and all of its resources.

4 While Canada certainly ‘forgot’ the optimistic fullness of the relationships created by Treaty 6, it was not entirely willing to forget treaties, since its selective, ‘incoherent’ (Starblanket 2019b) interpretation of treaty has at times proven convenient—whether to discursively justify its legal sovereignty, its ‘ownership’ of land, or the racialization and individualization of First Nations citizens (Starblanket 2019b; Stark 2016).

5 In a Treaty 6 context, I witness regularly the new houses, schools, fire halls, roads, and water treatment plants (e.g., ISC 2018b); expanded education programming (ISC 2018a); and capacity development (Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada 2018) this funding has made possible.
One constraint/assumption I operate under here is that Canada will continue to exist as a nation-state into the future, even if it would need to change in fundamental ways to be consistent with Treaty 6 and other numbered treaties. Creative optimistic imaginings of future relationships between settlers and Indigenous peoples, including those consistent with what Treaty 6 envisioned could legitimately involve Canada ceasing to exist altogether, or any number of other permutations that I have not imagined.